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Introduction

Study Design

This study investigates the effect seen from creatine, whey protein, or carbohydrates on muscle strength and
muscle size.

There is a strong association between muscle size and muscle strength.

33 bodybuilders (recreational) were included in this study. They had to have
been lifting for 6 months, at least 3 times a week, and their program was
assessed by the researchers - to ensure this was the case, all participants
underwent a 12 week resistance program before the start of the study. They
had to stop all supplementation for 12 weeks leading up to the study. Once all
these bases were set, they were assigned a strict training routine for 10-11
weeks (every day was supervised by trainers). At baseline (start of the study),
they had their 1 repetition maximum tested for squat, bench press, and lat pull
down. They had muscle biopsies taken to assess muscle cell size pre and
post study period. Body composition was assessed by DEXA scan.

Amendments

Participants were split between 4 groups: Participants of all 4 groups
(Carbohydrate only, Whey Protein only, Carbohydrate + Creatine, Whey +
Creatine) consumed 1.5 grams per kilogram bodyweight of their supplement
(unknown to them) every day for 11 weeks. Each participant was instructed to
maintain their normal diet with each supplement consisting of approximately
400 kcalories (+/- 50 kcalories).

Conclusions
Resistance training increases muscle size and strength, but mostly in type 2a and type 2b muscle cells.
Creatine has the most robust effect for muscle size.
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Participants of all 4 groups (Carbohydrate only, Whey Protein only, Carbohydrate + Creatine, Whey +
Creatine) consumed 1.5 grams per kilogram bodyweight of their supplement (unknown to them) every
day for 11 weeks. Each participant was instructed to maintain their normal diet with each supplement
consisting of approximately 400 kcalories (+/ - 50 kcalories).
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Table 1: The researchers are showing the baseline (pre -study) measurements between the four
groups - you hope there are no statistical differences so that whatever differences show up later will
be a result of the intervention. CHO: Carbohydrate, CrCHO: Creatine + Carbohydrate, WP: Whey
Protein, CrWP: Creatine + Whey Protein. Body mass is body weight; Lean mass is muscle, bone,
and any other non-fat mass; CSA is cross sectional area and speaks to the size of the muscle (the
type is based on the type of muscle cell - type 1 is slow twitch, oxidative, for example); 1RM is one
repetition maximum and is the maximal amount a person can lift with good form.
Results:
- There are no differences between the groups at baseline by any of the measures listed.
Take Away: What changes we see at the end of the study are more likely to be due to the
intervention.

Table 2: This table indicates the amount of energy (kcalories) consumed, protein, fat, and
carbohydrate between the 4 groups at baseline (pre -study), then again one week into the study
(having consumed their supplements), and then again at the end of the study (week 11). CHO:
Carbohydrate, CrCHO: Creatine + Carbohydrate, WP: Whey Protein, CrWP: Creatine + Whey Protein
Results:
- No differences between groups on any of these measurements.
Take Away: Nutritionally, all four groups were similar, reducing the probability of it as a confounding
variable.

Table 3: This table indicates the body mass, lean mass (muscle, skeleton, etc.), and fat mass pre study (baseline) and after the 11 weeks of training with supplementation for each of the 4 groups. CHO:
Carbohydrate, CrCHO: Creatine + Carbohydrate, WP: Whey Protein, CrWP: Creatine + Whey Protein
Primary Results:
- For all groups, body mass and lean mass (but, not fat mass) increased with the interventions.
Take Away: The training, regardless of condition/group, increased lean mass (likely muscle mass).
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Figure 1: This data shows the difference between the baseline strength measurements and after
11 weeks of the same training program for all four groups on bench press (A), lat pull down (B), and
squat (C). # = significant difference between PRE (baseline) and POST (after training). * indicates a
difference between the carbohydrate only group (CHO) and the other group (in this case, all of them
have significant differences by comparison).
Primary Results:
- All groups increased strength in all three lifts.
- All groups involving whey and/or creatine increased strength more than carbohydrate only group.
Take Away: The training was effective at increasing strength, and the supplements (especially creatine
and whey - together or not) lead to even greater increases in strength.
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Figure 2: These graphs show the difference in muscle fiber/cell size PRE (baseline/before
supplementation) and POST (11 weeks or training + supplementation) of all 4 groups. Figure 2A shows
type 1 muscle cells (which are typically considered lower force producing, but more fatigue resistant, also
known as red fibers); 2B shows type 2a muscle cells (which are considered greater force producing than
type 1, but less fatigue resistant); 2C shows type 2x muscle cells (which are the most force producing, but
least fatigue resistant - also considered "white" fibers); 2D shows the amount of overall contractile protein
(proteins that are involved in muscle contractions, generating force) CHO: Carbohydrate, CrCHO:
Creatine + Carbohydrate, WP: Whey Protein, CrWP: Creatine + Whey Protein. # = Training effect. * Different vs CHO group. † = Difference vs Whey Protein.
Primary Results:
- There is an increase in type 1 muscle cell size with creatine (either group) that exceeds the carbohydrate
group, as well as the whey protein group.
- In type 1 cells, there is a training effect with all groups except the carbohydrate group.
- In type 2a and 2x cells, there is a training effect in all groups.
- In type 2a and 2x cells, there is an increase in size with creatine supplementation vs the carbohydrate
group.
- In muscle cells (total, including all three types), there is a training effect for all groups increasing
contractile protein content.
- In muscle cells (total, including all three types), there is an increase with creatine supplementation (both
groups).
Take Away: Resistance training increases all muscle cell sizes except type 1, unless supplementation
occurs (creatine or whey). Creatine leads to the greatest muscle size increase effect, even higher than
whey protein with type 1 muscle cells. Overall, creatine leads to the most potent increase in muscle cell
size.
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Figure 3: These data are correlational - they show the relationship between two variables. In this case,
the researchers are showing a relationship between squat strength (on the Y -axis) and muscle cell size (Xaxis). Each point on the graph is a participant's output value (Type 1 are diamonds, Type 2a are circles, Type
2x are triangles).
Primary Results:
- As muscle cell size increases, squat strength increases.
Take Away: There is a strong direct association between muscle fiber cell size and squat strength (more size,
more strength) - regardless of muscle cell type (all three have strong associations).

Figure 4: These data are correlational - they show the relationship between two variables. In this case, the
researchers are showing a relationship between squat strength (on the Y -axis) and muscle contractile protein
amount (X-axis). Each point on the graph is a participant's output value.
Primary Results:
- There is a moderately strong association between contractile protein amount and squat strength.
Take Away: Having more myofibrillar (muscle) contractile proteins is moderately strongly associated with a
stronger squat.

Figure 5: These data are correlational - they show the relationship between two variables. In this case, the
researchers are showing a relationship between cross sectional area - size of the cell (on the Y-axis) and muscle
contractile protein content (X-axis). Each point on the graph is a participant's output value (Type 1 are diamonds,
Type 2a are circles, Type 2x are triangles).
Primary Results:
- There is a strong positive relationship/association between type 2a and type 2x contractile protein content and
changes in cross sectional area.
- There is a moderately strong positive relationship/association between type 1 contractile protein content and
changes in cross sectional area.
Take Away: There is a strong association between increasing muscle contractile protein content and muscle cell
size.
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